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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Clinical  studies  and  preclinical  investigations  are  essential  in  order  to test  new  therapies  and  diagnostic
techniques  aimed  at sustainable  improvements  in  the  treatment  of patients.  Fortunately,  the number  of
clinical  studies  is  continuously  increasing  and  pathology  and  tissue-based  research  are  more  frequently
involved.  Pathologists  are  essential  in this  process  and  committed  to support  it by  joining  forces  with  our
clinical  partners.  The  investigative  diagnostic  technologies  we  apply  to human  cell  and  tissue  samples  and
our  specific  expertise  are  essential  contributions  to the  quality  and  success  of  preclinical  investigations,

clinical  studies,  and  the  implementation  of results  into  clinical  diagnostic  pathology.  In order  to  support
this  process,  the German  Society  of  Pathology  has formulated  a  statement  on  the participation  in  and
support  of  clinical  studies  and  other  scientific  investigations  with  a special  focus  on  tissue-based  research.

© 2014  Elsevier  GmbH.  All  rights  reserved.
ackground

Surgical pathologists can make a considerable contribution to
he quality and success of preclinical investigations, clinical studies
nd the implementation of results into clinical diagnostic pathol-
gy, particularly:

 In the preclinical phase,  e.g. in the establishment and testing of
biomarkers on correspondingly characterized tissue collections,
as well as in the development and validation of diagnostic assays.

 During clinical studies by testing predictive biomarkers (study-
specific tissue diagnostics for study enrollment) and performing
supportive tissue-based research.

 In the introduction of new diagnostic methods into clinical rou-
tine (roll-out), as well as in the establishment and execution of
external, objective quality control procedures and bedside-to-
bench research projects that improve the diagnostic application.

roblems
The increasing research activity also brings new challenges for
he field of pathology. Pathologists are increasingly asked to make
vailable the patient tissue samples entrusted to them for diag-
ostic purposes only (=indirect health care) without a primary

� Commissioned by the German Society for Pathology: the authors were asked to
repare the following statement at the German Society for Pathology board meeting,
7.12.2011.

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.prp.2014.09.001
344-0338/© 2014 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.
research/study focus or intention, and in some instances to provide
study-related information or perform additional investigations.
This opposes pathologists in their role as tissue trustees with a
multitude of different unresolved issues, which are exemplified
below:

Heterogeneous research landscape

The research landscape is heterogeneous (academic, clinical,
industrial etc.) and the aims of the studies and research projects
differ. The requests pathologists are confronted with mainly relate
to:

- the request of material for histopathological validation for clinical
studies (with and without therapeutic relevance) and

- the request of samples to continue research projects or perform
additional investigations.

Frequently, background and intentions of these studies are
unspecified or unclear on the first contact.

Informed patient consent

In Germany, informed patient consent is required by law and
formulated in a study-specific manner (for further information

in German, see http://pew.tmf-ev.de/newfile.php). In the case of
accessing diagnostic pathology archives the patient is generally not
informed that the material is limited and that further use thereof
may  limit, or even render impossible, subsequent analyzes relevant

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.prp.2014.09.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03440338
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/prp
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.prp.2014.09.001&domain=pdf
http://pew.tmf-ev.de/newfile.php
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.prp.2014.09.001
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o their health care or other studies (see below). This could cause
onflicts in situations where the patient has already consented to
articipate in other studies or given permission for excess tissue
o be used in scientific investigations, for example in the hospital
dmission contract or a separate informed consent form.

tudy-associated tissue collections

In addition to therapeutic goals, some clinical studies aim to
reate a separate study-associated tissue collection. Upon study
ompletion, these tissue collections may  be uncoupled from the
roject in order to enable further tissue-based scientific investi-
ations. These tissue collections are highly attractive due to their
ink to standardized clinical data obtained during the course of
he study and the well documented treatment background. How-
ver, conflicts could arise with the informed consent, if the patients
nly agreed to investigations occurring as part of the current study.
aterial originating from a diagnostic pathology archive may  not

e returned after completion of the initial study and is thus trans-
ormed into a research collective and access for further diagnostic
r other scientific investigations is reduced or even prohibited.
ften, informations regarding the return of the supplied material
re lacking; consequently, the generation of a possible separate
issue collective is not transparently addressed.

roprietorship

A transfer of proprietorship can occur upon supply of material if
atient samples from a diagnostic pathology archive are transferred
o a study-associated tissue collection and thereafter even to a
esearch biomaterial bank. With the transfer of ownership, indirect
iagnostic endeavors can be permanently deprived of the material.
here are significant local and international differences regarding
he regulations governing transfer of ownership/proprietorship of
atient materials.

tudy results

The results of tissue analyzes in the context of studies are fre-
uently not conveyed. This is acceptable for clinically irrelevant
ata obtained in the case of biomarker and licensing studies for new
rugs if the results are covered by confidentiality regulations. How-
ver, this has to be viewed critically when clinical studies involve
n anatomic pathological validation of the primary diagnosis for
ompliance with the inclusion criteria. In this instance, any differ-
nces between primary and study-based pathology results could
ranslate into differences between the information available to the
nvolved parties and lead to conflicts relevant to the patient’s past,
ngoing, and future medical treatment. The impact of a clinically
elevant difference between trial-related findings and preceding
linical diagnostics is frequently not addressed with regard to infor-
ation procedures, policy for resolution and liability issues, and are

arely implemented by the trial protocols. This is also true for the
roblem of incidental new findings not only from a liability point of
iew but also from the perspective of the study participant/patient,
hose interests have to be protected. Withholding of clinically rele-

ant incidental findings can damage the trust relationship between
atient, clinical research, and the health care systems.

ata protection
As trustee of the diagnostic material (e.g. formalin-fixed and
araffin-embedded tissue specimens, slides, fresh frozen tissue
amples), the primary pathologist is responsible for adequate
rchiving of pathologically relevant, patient-related data and
 Practice 210 (2014) 705–712

diagnostic material in accordance with the national laws gover-
ning data protection. In many clinical studies, the requirements for
data protection are violated or cannot be controlled: the pathol-
ogist may  receive a request relating to a named patient and is
asked to provide patient data or a nonpseudonymized assessment
and frequently the involvement of personnel not covered by data
protection regulations cannot be excluded.

Compensation of expenses

The costs entailed by the workload (selection, validation, and
shipment of material, re-archiving of returned samples) are often
not considered or defined without consulting involved pathol-
ogists. The level of compensation is often not (or no longer)
negotiable and may  not cover the complementary costs in terms
of consumables and personnel. Furthermore, the administration of
most institutions deduct flat-rate overhead costs from industrial
contributions that are not available to cover specific expenses.

Solving the problems

In order to properly define the problems, a systematic analysis
of the current situation in Germany was necessary, aspects of which
may  probably also apply to other European countries. The analysis
also supported the creation of a criteria catalog aimed at four main
purposes and target groups:

- The patients, upon whose participation and consent the research
in this area depends. By systematic and consequent adherence to
a transparent system, trust can be established and patient auton-
omy  is appropriately protected.

- The pathologists receiving a request for material. These pathol-
ogists provide, finance, and maintain the diagnostic pathology
archive. They are the trustees of the interests of the institute
and its governing body, all potentially involved local clinicians
and researchers, and the patients. They alone have to be able
to decide whether forwarding of material from the diagnostic
pathology archive conforms with all relevant regulations and is
in the interests of all involved parties.

- Persons responsible for study or project planning and execution,
in order to ensure proper conception and performance of a clinical
study or a research project.

- The responsible teaching and research institutions (universities,
medical colleges) in the protection of their genuine interests.

This statement exclusively considers regional and national
aspects and does not relate to international regulations, e.g. Amer-
ican and Asian. The latter would require an in-depth analysis and
understanding of various legal systems, which does not fall within
the primary purpose of this statement and the central competence
of pathologists. However, we hope to strongly encourage inter-
national initiatives to ease international studies, as these become
increasingly important in modern therapeutic approaches.

Interests and responsibilities

The criteria catalog begins with an evaluation of the interests
and responsibilities.

Academic centers
As the predominant institutions interested in maintenance of
tissue collections for research and teaching purposes, academic
centers (e.g. University Hospitals) have a genuine interest and pub-
lic mandate to pursue research and teaching activities. Paraffin
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lock and slide archives, most of which are housed in Departments
f Pathology, are primarily related to clinical care and potentially

 in the form of research biobanks, definitively – are also rele-
ant investments into future research. In this respect it must be
istinguished between

 local diagnostic pathology archives,
 tissue banks established for research purposes (local or national),

 tissue collections that have arisen as a result of consultations and
assessments (“consultation archives”).

The separation between the different types of tissue collections
health care vs. research biobank vs. consultation archive) is not
lways clear or strictly defined. Principally, all three types of col-
ection have a high potential to contribute to research. Contribution
f biomaterial to a study or project initiated outside the host insti-
ution or to one the host institution does not participate may  be in
onflict with its current or future research intentions. On the other
and, diagnostic pathology archives and consultant archives held

n academic centers offer the opportunity for the scientific com-
unity to perform relevant analyzes and projects, for example on

are or particularly well-defined collectives. Many of these tissue
anks/collections (which were originally contributed by multiple
iagnostic pathology archives and were frequently the result of
ctive consultation work) have become institutionalized and are
o longer bound to specific persons. However, specific tissue col-

ections exist for which the issues of accessibility, administration,
nd sustainability are undefined and unresolved. Some of these are
he result of short-term projects or translational research plans (e.g.
or hereditary colon and breast cancer) supported by national and
nternational research funding bodies (e.g. Germany Cancer Aid,
erman Research Foundation, European Union) and the return of
ollected materials is/was neither intended nor performed.

As they represent a common resource, these tissue banks are of
reat value for biomedical research. Decentralization of themati-
ally oriented, institutionalized collectives in academic centers has
any advantages. Although funding of these activities remains a

hallenge, it contributes to the sustainability of these collections
nd distributes the associated efforts, resource and personnel costs.
n general, the appropriate, systematic granting of the material
eld in such tissue banks for large research projects and studies is
n obligation; not using this material and thereby wasting oppor-
unities for significant scientific advancement has to be viewed
ritically.

nstitutions outside academic centers

The spectrum of interests in pathology institutions outside aca-
emic centers is more heterogeneous. Departments of Pathology
ay  be coupled to research facilities outside academic centers; oth-

rs exclusively fulfill the tasks of indirect health care and are not
nanced or equipped for research purposes (e.g. municipal hos-
itals and private pathology practicioners). Clinical studies also
ake use of these institutions and their archives. In Germany, a

igher number of the probes are maintained in diagnostic pathol-
gy archives outside academic centers.

iagnostic pathology archives

The department of pathology responsible for the diagnostic
rchive is the trustee of the archive. These archives are intended

nd financed for use by the departments themselves, or by the
nstitutions responsible for the department of pathology (aca-
emic centers, municipal hospitals, private pathology practice).
heir existence and primary functions are accounted for by clinical
 Practice 210 (2014) 705–712 707

necessity and the interests (in terms of liability) of the responsible
clinical institution. Material held in diagnostic pathology archives
allows for comparison with other tissue samples (metastasis vs.
new primary tumor etc.), is available for subsequent analysis (e.g.
predictive molecular analyzes) and represents relevant legal doc-
umentation (slide preparations of histological sections should be
kept for at least 10 years in Germany). As long as these functions
of the archive are not compromised and the appropriate permis-
sion has been granted, the responsible department may  decide
to provide material for scientific research purposes. However, the
department responsible for the archive is its trustee and the only
institution that can consider and therefore address all tissue related
issues in an appropriate and integrative manner (patient interests,
local consent constellation, local research interests, third-party
interests, interests of the responsible organization, legal issues).
The primary obligations of the department of pathology are to fulfill
the diagnostic requirements and protect the interests of its gover-
ning body and the patient. The department’s agreement is binding
and cannot be annihilated by other partners, with the exception of
the patient (e.g. by informed patient consent). An external request
for block or section material thus has to be composed such as
to allow the trustee pathology department to appropriately and
thoroughly evaluate all relevant circumstances. Several different
situations can arise:

- Forwarding of material for consultation: This occurs at the deci-
sion of the pathologist responsible for forwarding the material,
his/her clinical colleagues or the patient. Keeping the material by
the consultant pathologist can only occur with the permission
of the department of pathology that provided the material. The
undeclared integration into a consultant archive is not compliant
with the above outlined obligations. All relevant circumstances
and cost coverage are to be cleared by the department sending
the material. Consultant requests are requests for an expert sec-
ond opinion in the context of a health care associated diagnostic
problem and do not entitle for the use of the material for further
research activities.

- Sub-order: A department of pathology can send patient material to
another institution for certain diagnostic analyzes (e.g. molecular
pathology). Again, this is not a research-related request. Upon
completion of the additional analysis, unused sample material
should be returned to the sending pathologist and cannot be used
for research purposes automatically.

- Forwarding of patient material for clinical, epidemiological, or other
scientific studies: Material held in a diagnostic pathology archive
can be a mandatory or a facultative component of a controlled
trial or other scientific investigation. Providing material for such
studies can lead to conflict situations. The trustee pathologist is
obliged and must be enabled to assess the terms with respect to
possible future clinical diagnostic use, other instances of patient
consent (local permission, transfer), legal issues (documenta-
tion), and potential conflicting research interests (institute- and
location-dependent). Any kind of automatism is therefore unjus-
tified and a criteria catalogue may  help in decision making.

Research biobanks

Diagnostic pathology archives are to be distinguished from
research biobanks, the primary aim of the latter is to support scien-
tific investigations. In fact, research biobanks are ideal cooperation
partners for clinical studies and other research initiatives: since

they store patient material that is no longer needed for diagnostic
purposes, no conflicts with future diagnostic demands should arise.
However, usage of patient material held in a research biobank has
to consider all interests involved in the biobanking endeavor.
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Instances of competing informed consent can arise where a
atient has given permission for transfer of tissue to a research
iobank and lateron consents to the use the tissue samples in
andatory analyzes of a subsequent/other clinical study. In this

ituation, the patient’s interests should be considered: the trans-
er of material to a biobank (passive) is primarily subordinate to
he patient’s wish to participate in the study, so that the manda-
ory analyzes of the study should to be possible despite the
iobank’s claims – under the provision that all other conditions
legal, compensation etc.) are adequately addressed (see below).
his superiority does not apply for trial associated analyzes (as
pposed to analyzes required for enrollment of a patient) or when
he patient is deceased or when the general conditions have not
een adequately resolved (e.g. no/inadequate cost compensation).

In order to be able to make an appropriate decision, the
wner/trustee of the biobank (ideally a board of expert physicians)
ust be provided with all context-relevant informations concern-

ng the requests for material and the (contractual) regulations that
ave to be decided upon.

It is unacceptable to circumvent or compromise expert admin-
stration or the right of decision, either directly or via a third party.
linical trials and project leaders are obliged to establish trial and
roject conditions that avoid conflict situations and negative effects
n clinical procedures.

erman Society for Pathology

The German Society for Pathology (DGP) is the national organi-
ation of academic anatomical and surgical pathologists and their
nterests can be summarized as follows:

 advancement of pathology research,
 advancement of research in cooperation with pathologists and
 structuring of research by pathologists.

The DGP therefore has a genuine interest in (good) clinical
esearch and strongly supports this. Within the complex context
f regulations, requirements, and interests, the DGP considers it its
ask to generate a structured criteria catalog. This criteria catalog
ill serve as a source of information and a decision-making aid for

tudies and other scientific investigations by both, academic cen-
ers and other pathology institutes, as well as for their partners
Tables 1 and 2).

riteria catalog

In general, clinical studies are required to adhere to the gen-
ral data protection regulations and to have ethical approval. Upon
aking a request for material to a department of pathology, all of

he following factors should be outlined clearly and transparently.
his enables the request to be appropriately evaluated and decided
pon, while avoiding unnecessary questions, expenses, and delays.

eneral aspects

The reality of current study practice is that pathologists receive
equests to provide patient material and sensitive patient informa-
ion to enable a patient to participate in a trial or project. In this

ituation, the pathologist is the trustee of the patient’s interests
nd all other current and future local stakeholders. The patholo-
ist must be able to evaluate the consequences in terms of general
spects.
 Practice 210 (2014) 705–712

Study direction and financing

Study initiator (e.g. investigator-initiated trial vs. industry
study) and funding source (industry, charitable organization, other)
must be indicated. Potential conflicts of interest should be evident
(e.g. commercial vs. academic).

Aim of the study

The aim of the study must be clearly evident. Any connec-
tions/inherent links between different aims and interests should be
apparent to avoid decision conflicts. It must be clearly described,
which analyzes are intended and whether they are essential for
the patient’s participation in the study or represent trial-associated
research. If the latter applies, it must be clear whether the trial
related research is directly linked to the trial and part of its protocol
or uncoupled from it. Biomarker studies may  overlap with studies
aimed at improving anatomic pathological diagnostics (e.g. estab-
lishment of a new histological tumor classification system). Some
studies have the additional aim of creating separate tissue banks
(see above). These aims must be clearly evident and declared.

Materials

The required material (unfixed cells, unfixed deep-frozen tissue,
slides with section preparations, paraffin blocks etc.) and informa-
tion must be clearly defined. When study inclusion criteria necessi-
tate independent validation of an anatomic pathological diagnosis,
supplying histological slides may  suffice. An alternative option is
digitalization of the histological slide preparations and provision
via electronic media. In the case of independent validation of an
initial diagnosis, an exceptionally high level of expertise – at least
consultant physician status – must be ensured and defined. If mate-
rial is needed for a targeted, study-specific analysis, e.g. in the case
of a therapeutic study coupled to a predictive biomarker analysis,
paraffin blocks, unstained sections, and/or unfixed tissue may be
forwarded and the study may  lead to depletion of patient material.
It is mandatory that the patient is informed that material taken
from a diagnostic archive may  no longer be available for subse-
quent diagnostic analyzes or future trials. Consumptive research
analyzes should generally be kept to a minimum. Since the patient
is frequently inadequately informed about the depletion of mate-
rial, it is the responsibility of the pathologist to check this. In cases
of minimal remaining material, the pathologist should only provide
material if the patient explicitly states, that he/she is informed
about the risks associated with consumptive research.

Study/project pathologists

The DGP explicitly recommends that pathologists should be
actively involved in the planning, implementation, and analysis of
studies and using cell and tissue material. The study pathologists
adopt as such the dual role of a competent diagnostic pathologist
and an expert advisor representing his/her specialty. This should
avoid protocols, procedures, and regulations that are disadvanta-
geous for health care, the study, and the interactions between all
involved parties. Study pathologists should be named and avail-
able to answer questions and queries. They should ensure that
pathology-specific standards are met  in all areas of a cell- and
tissue-based research and diagnostic projects, and that the study
requirements are not in conflict with health care. In cases where an
anatomic pathological assessment is part of the study protocol, the

study pathologist must have an exceptional level of expertise and
at least consultant physician status. Tissue based trials and projects
which do not include histological technologies or analyzes (e.g. his-
tology, immunohistology, in-situ hybridization) also necessitate an
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Table  1
Checklist for the criteria catalog for clinical studies.a

a Noncompliance.
b is an exclusion criterion.

rking

e
o
n
t
s

L

a
b
P

AIO Arbeitsgemeinschaft Internistische Onkologie (Wo
für  Pathologie e.V. (German Society for Pathology).

xpert histological characterization of the tissue to assure selection
f correct materials and analyze relevant parameters (e.g. tumor vs.
on-neoplastic and necrosis vs. vital tissue; percentage of tumor
issue in the sample). This is mandatory and the only way to avoid
ubsequent false interpretation of the results.

egal aspects
In Germany, the legal aspects of therapeutic clinical trials are
nchored in the German Pharmaceuticals Act. In contrast, pure
iomarker studies are not necessarily covered by the German
harmaceuticals Act and can represent complex situations. An
 Group for Internal Oncology), Deutsche Gesellschaft

appropriate, centralized evaluation of clinical trials making use of
tissue samples is currently unrealistic. Several issues are briefly
described.

Proprietorship and trusteeship

By their admission or separate informed consent forms, some
university hospitals have implemented standardized or even auto-

matic procedures for patients to consent to use samples taken
for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes to be transferred to the
biobank/academic center or to be used for scientific investiga-
tions once diagnostic procedures are completed. In this scenario,
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Table 2
Structure of request form for material for clinical studies.a

a Noncompliance.

ame s
ned fo

a
i
fl
o
b
s
i

L

s
a
h
t
5
i
e
a
b
s
p
a
b
r
c

F

t
b
t

b constitutes an exclusion criterion.
In the case of regular recruitment of patients to the s
Only  the informed patient consent must then be obtai

ssignment of the patient sample to a different study or another
nstitution results in conflicting informed consents. Similar con-
ict situations can also arise in cases of sequential participation
f a patient in different therapeutic studies. This situation is
ecoming increasing probable and it is essential to keep the trustee-
hip/decision making of the responsible pathologist free from
nappropriate influences.

imited study material

The question arises whether biomaterial (e.g. biopsy or resection
pecimen) taken primarily for diagnostic purposes should be
ssigned for use in any study or project independent of primary
ealth care related quality issues. Nowadays, the median survival
ime for many different types of cancer (e.g. breast cancer) is over

 years and patients participate in multiple sequential studies. In
nstances where material has been depleted in or transferred to an
arlier study (in some cases also for additional, study-independent
nalyzes), participation in a later study may  be impossible when
iomaterial is no longer available for analyzes specified by the
tudy inclusion criteria. This may  be even disadvantageous for the
atient. Furthermore, taking of separate samples for study purposes
b initio is often unfeasible. Since many studies make use of limited
iopsy tissue, the depletion of these samples in studies with a nar-
ow perspective in a ‘first come first serve’ manner has to be viewed
ritically.
uture archiving of the study material

If biomaterial (e.g. paraffin blocks) is forwarded, its future loca-
ion or the return of the sample after completion of the study must
e clarified. The procedures, liabilities, and responsible organiza-
ion must be defined clearly and transparently.
tudy, this request form must only be filled out once.
r each new study participant.

Data protection

Health care

Every study must conform to all data protection regulations at
both the local, the national and potentially the international level. In
Germany, physicians are bound to professional confidentiality by
law. Also, all other involved personnel (study assistants, medical
technicians/laboratory assistants, nursing staff etc.) have to obey
to the relevant data protection regulations. This includes the regu-
lations pertaining to patient confidentiality as covered by criminal
law. The same applies for the communication of individual results
produced in the context of the study, e.g. expert pathological assess-
ments by a study pathologist validating the primary diagnosis.

Research

Studies performing research on tissue samples require a data
protection concept that has been certified by an official data pro-
tection authority. Patient personal data has to be pseudonymized
in the context of the study; in general, the principle of data thrift
applies when dealing with patient information. This ensures that
only data necessary for achieving the project’s aims are supplied.
In Germany, the precise specifications are compiled in the generic
data protection concepts of the “Technologie- und Methodenplat-
tform für die vernetzte medizinische Forschung e.V.” (Technology
and Methods Platform for Networked Medical Research, TMF;
http://www.tmf-ev.de/).

All requests for material must explicitly state their compliance
with all relevant data protection regulations.
Ethical aspects

Every clinical trial and every research study that works with
patient data/samples has to have ethics committee approval.

http://www.tmf-ev.de/
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ithout this, patient data or samples should not be forwarded. All
equests for material must explicitly state and specify the ethics
ommittee approval of the study and that this covers transfer and
se of the samples.

Furthermore, all clinical studies with patients or patient mate-
ials require that the patient is adequately informed and has
rovided written informed consent. The patient must be informed
bout the analyzes intended and how these investigations will be
onducted. In light of the increasing number of studies, cancer
atients should be informed that study material can still be used
fter completion of the current study. The issue of subsequent use
hould be clarified and the patient should also be informed about
he risk of using up material originating from a diagnostic pathol-
gy archive. All requests for material must explicitly state that the
tudy has received informed patient consent and that this covers
ransfer and use of the samples. The exact wording of the request
ubmitted to the ethics committee and the corresponding con-
rmation of approval should be available on request and permit
omparison with the patient informed consent in order to assess
ompatibility.

athology-specific standards

The DGP requires that pathologists participating in clinical stud-
es are at least board certified specialists (consultant pathologists),
nd their expertise is in line with current pathology-specific stan-
ards. They should possess a level of specific expertise as required
y the study by its relevance, its topic or a particular technology.

f the study involves validation of a clinically relevant result using
he requested material, the name of pathologist responsible for this
ssessment and his/her qualifications have to be provided with the
equest.

In cases, where a study-associated diagnostic assessment is
equired to fulfill the inclusion criteria (particular histological
umor types and biomarkers), the procedure in instances of diver-
ent diagnoses must be clearly and transparently defined. A study
elated pathological assessment must be provided in every case. In
ases of clinically relevant new findings or discordance the report
ust be first conveyed to the pathologist primarily responsible

or assessment and diagnosis. The primary pathologist must be
iven the opportunity to react to a divergent result, altered diag-
oses or findings from additional investigations (e.g. molecular and

mmunohistological analysis) with relevance to subsequent thera-
eutic decisions. This is not only highly relevant for the continued
are of the patient but also for the interactions between clinics
nd the primary diagnostic pathologist/department. The study-
ssociated assessment report must fulfill all the requirements of

 standard diagnostic assessment. Study-associated assessment
eports should be part of the patients’ documentation and are thus
ubject to the associated regulations.

Particular attention must be given to the matter of the future
ocation and archiving of study material. In principle, it should
e possible to return the material following completion of the
inimally required investigations. In the absence of a specific sci-

ntific concept for future use the material, it should be returned
andatorily. The DGP opposes the establishment of tissue collec-

ions without specified scientific concepts and access regulations.
or study-associated tissue collections, the DGP requests that the
ontinued future storage of material is ensured and institution-
lized. The associations of the tissue collection must be clarified
nd binding (public institution, authority, society or industry etc.)

nd the future storage of samples should be guaranteed. Private
ndividuals or companies should be excluded from trusteeship and
ousing collections. Access rights to the study collection must be
efined. Only authorized personnel should have access to such
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collections. These problems can be solved by integrating the col-
lection into a sustained, quality-controlled biobank maintained by
a public institution (e.g. a centralized biomaterial bank), which is
strongly recommended. This avoids loss or unintended use of the
tissue collection e.g. due to discontinued study/project funding or
changes in personnel. As an alternative to tissue blocks, forward-
ing a limited number of unstained sections can reduce unintended
further use of the tissue.

Diagnostic procedures

The availability of data from diagnostic procedures performed
to studies or scientific projects has to be regulated.

- The pathology institute that compiled the histopathological
assessment report must be thoroughly informed about the use
of diagnostic data in studies/scientific projects.

- The use of general diagnostic data (tumor confirmation, primary
tumor, tumor type where applicable; type of infection) is legiti-
mate as a basis for, for example, enrollment of patient into a study.
However, study-specific validation of these data is strongly rec-
ommended, preferentially in collaboration with the department
of pathology that compiled the report in order to reduce inter-
and intraindividual variation and to increase the quality of the
study.

- Study-relevant information beyond the mandatory scope of the
diagnostic procedure may  not be extracted from the diagnos-
tic report and must be obtained in a study-specific manner (for
conditions, see above). Such information is not present system-
atically in a diagnostic report and it is not provided within the
context of the question addressed by the study. Furthermore,
this would result in increased inter-individual variability. Overall,
uncontrolled and unsupervised extraction of data from diagnos-
tic reports for scientific/study purposes is in conflict with good
scientific practice.

Separate study-specific procedures and compensation of
expenses

Many clinical studies involve study-specific procedures that are
intended to be carried out by the primary department of pathology
rather than the study pathologist. This can include, for example,
filling out forms (which can be extensive) in a structured manner,
additional histological or immunohistological analyzes or prepara-
tion of additional sections or tissue blocks.

- Study-associated additional procedures are not an integral com-
ponent of normal health care and are usually not included in
the budget granted to the department of pathology. Therefore,
these procedures have to be financed by/for the study and in
consequence require that the extent and costs of the procedures
must be calculated. This should be done in collaboration with the
department of pathology or at least the study pathologist. The
compensation of resource and personnel costs should be regu-
lated by appropriate contractual agreement; it is recommended
that a separate contract is made with the department of pathol-
ogy.

- The department of pathology should be prepared to collaborate
and calculate its costs whenever necessary. For calculation it is
advised to enroll the services of specifically trained, qualified per-

sonnel. If the pathology department/institution is not prepared
or not able to calculate the costs, the study/project may pro-
pose an estimated level of compensation based on regulations
and recommendations.
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 If the aspects discussed above are not taken into account or agree-
ments are not adhered to, the department of pathology may
refuse assisting in the study or discontinue its collaboration.

Even if no obvious additional study-associated procedures are
arried out, resource and personnel costs are incurred purely by
he provision of study material. The contributing pathology depart-

ent cannot be burdened with these costs and they must be
ompensated for. Resource and personnel costs are incurred by:

 locating the requested material and selecting the adequate slides
or blocks (including re-evaluation of the case by a consultant
pathologist) in a study/project specific manner for forwarding,

 transfer of material (including accompanying letter/information
and copies of the diagnostic reports),

 re-archiving returned material, validating new findings, supple-
mentary report,

 other associated procedures (e.g. preparing invoices, providing
extra assistance in problematic cases, correspondence associated
with the study/analyzes).

Due to the extreme variability associated with the compensa-
ion of study-specific procedures, it is very difficult to make general
tatements about cost compensations. Principally, the pathologist
as the right to check, negotiate, or refuse a level of compensation.
owever, it should be the primary intention to make good clini-
al studies/investigations possible. The factors accounting for this
ariability include:

 variability within the local cost structure, the organization and
the resulting costs for study-associated procedure; also alter-
ations in the general cost structure (inflation rate, tariff and
specific cost increases);

 variability of the respective procedure and materials: tissue block,
slides, blocks and slides, number of blocks and/or slides, with and
without additional information (existing or to be generated), with
or without additional validation (by a physician/nonphysician),
with or without return of the material (re-archiving), with or
without additional procedures (unstained sections, stains), batch
or individual procedures; subtasks carried out by other personnel
etc.;

 variability among the origins of the requests (companies (see
overhead deductions as described above), noncommercial insti-
tutions, e.g. study groups, investigator-initiated trials).

For these reasons, it is not possible to generate a decisive com-
ensation catalog.

nternational studies/projects
Participation in international studies is strongly encouraged.
owever, in instances of the sample material leaving German
nd European Union jurisdiction, it must be taken into account
hat other regulations may  apply. These regulations may  stand in
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conflict with the points discussed above and the possibilities for
control and access will be limited at least. In such cases, the national
party placing the request (or its contact partners) is responsible for
ensuring that the points outlined above are respected; if the request
originates from outside the own country, this has to be guaranteed
by direct contact with the institute placing the request. In this
context it must be noted that the pathology department forward-
ing the material is still bound by all the obligations relating to
its trusteeship. When forwarding material internationally, it is
appropriate to incorporate a supplementary charge for the higher
associated costs (foreign language; increased validation, communi-
cation, declaration costs). Attention is drawn specifically to the TMF
models/recommendations pertaining to international forwarding
of material (http://www.tmf-ev.de/).
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